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Facebook: I hate to write

EXECUTIVE FUNCTION
• Prefrontal Cortex: Major Role In Executive Functioning
• The CEO
• Planning 
• Organizing 
• Learning from mistakes
• Maintaining focus
• Working memory
• Initiating or delay response
• Cognitive flexibility
• Emotional control
• Time Management
• Sustained attention/Inhibitory control

The many labels of Challenges wih 
Executive Function 

Students with executive function challenges 
are often labeled:

• Lazy
• Disorganized
• Hyperactive
• Unmotivated
• Learning-disabled
• Behavior problems

Executive Function – a definition

Executive Function: Cognitive processing of 
information that takes place in areas in the left 
frontal lobe and prefrontal cortex that exercise 
conscious control over one’s emotions and thoughts. 

This control allows for patterned information to be used for organizing, 
analyzing, sorting, connecting, planning, prioritizing, sequencing, 
self-monitoring, self-correcting, assessment, abstractions, problem-
solving, attention -focusing, and linking information to appropriate actions. 

Willis, Judy,  Friendly Strategies for the Inclusion Classroom-Insights from a Neurologist and Classroom Teacher. Association 
for Curriculum Development, Alexandria, Virginia. 2007

A mini-tour through the brain: 
Executive function - frontal lobes

Frontal Lobes: With respect to learning, the frontal lobes contain the 
centers of executive function that organize and arrange information 
and coordinate the production of language and the focusing of
attention.

Executive Function - cerebral cortex

Cerebral Cortex: This outer layer of the brain 
where most neurons are located is also called gray 
matter due to the coloration of the neurons. The 
cerebral cortex is associated with the highest 
cognitive processes, including planning, 
decision-making, reasoning, and analysis.

mailto:kathy@ihatetowrite.com
mailto:cheryl@ihatetowrite.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilkbgVnE8EM


Executive Function - cerebellum

Cerebellum: The lower posterior region of the 
brain that supervises coordinated movement, 
posture, and balance and adjusts actions in 
response to external cues, such as the height of 
your desk. The greatest numbers of connecting 
neurons to and from the frontal lobe are in the 
cerebellum. This area is largely responsible for 
long-term, automatic memory.  

Executive Function – Limbic 
System/Amygdala

The Amygdala is part of the Limbic System that controls 
emotions, especially threat and anxiety.  When the amygdala is 
in a state of stress, new information can’t pass through the it’s 
filter to gain access to the planning, organization, and memory 
circuits of the brain. 

Common stressors in the classroom:
*fear of being wrong 
*embarrassment about reading aloud 
*test-taking anxiety 
*language limitations
*negative peer relationships (including gender)
*frustration with difficult material 
*boredom from lack of interest

       *home stressors carried into the school day
If a student feels stressed, his brain will function inefficiently in planning, 
organization, and memory. This will affect his learning.  

In a high-stress state, the amygdala reduces the flow of 
information to the prefrontal cortex, reducing access to the 
information stored in memory and providing less guidance 
from the executive function networks.
With less access to the executive functions of 
emotional self-regulation and judgment, we are limited 
to a narrow set of behavior responses: fight, flight or 
freeze. We have less cognitive ability and judgment 

FIGHT, FLIGHT, OR FREEZE Executive Function – Limbic System 
/Amygdala

 *Science states that when there is perceived stress or 
anxiety, information can not get in.
*A decrease in the passage of information through the 
neural pathways from the amygdala to higher cognitive 
centers of the brain, including the prefrontal cortex, 
where information is processed, associated, and 
stored for later retrieval and executive functioning.
*The most successful learning, memory and higher 
-order thinking is directly related and impacted by 
positive feelings, trust, and relationships with teachers 
and community supports. Self-confidence is vital.

https://www.edutopia.org/blog/neuroscience-behind-stress-and-learning-judy-willis

Executive Function – Parietal Lobes

Parietal lobes on each side of the brain process 
sensory data, contain the ‘monkey see/monkey 
do’ neurons, and help with spelling.  

Executive Function -Prefrontal cortex

Prefrontal Cortex (front part of the frontal lobe): The prefrontal 
cortex is where conscious decisions are made.  It controls 
judgement, prioritizing, and delayed gratification.  It is the last 
part of the brain to mature.  The prefrontal cortex does not 
fully mature until around age 25 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cjgdiy_SGjA
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/neuroscience-behind-stress-and-learning-judy-willis


HIGHER-ORDER EXECUTIVE 
FUNCTIONING SKILLS

Very interrelated.  We can not look at each 
as separate entities. 

                               BUT

There are three core skills that may be said 
to ‘drive the bus’ with student learning: 

…...Inhibitory Control (Impulse Control)

…...Working Memory

…...Cognitive Flexibility (Thinking Skills)

THREE CORE EXECUTIVE 
FUNCTIONING SKILLS

*Inhibitory Control - indicator of later success in 
all areas as adults followed for 32 yrs---self 
control, discipline, selective attention 

*Working Memory - critical for not only holding 
something in mind but then manipulating--- 
doing something with it/understanding cause 
and effect is essential for reasoning,making 
connections which supports creativity

*Cognitive Flexibility - creative problem solving 
and flexibility

EXECUTIVE FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT
  0-2 Years   Serve and Return Video

Working Memory: Infants can remember recently hidden 
objects, such as a toy covered with a blanket, and use their 
working memory to find the toy.

Impulse Control: As early as 6 months old, infants can 
refrain from touching something they've been warned to 
avoid, such as an electrical outlet.

Thinking Skills: Between 9-11 months, infants can 
strategize how to obtain an object that is beyond reach, 
such as a toy that rests on a blanket and figure out how to 
pull the blanket toward them in order to retrieve the toy.

EXECUTIVE FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT
3-5 Years

Working Memory: Toddlers can keep two different rules in 
mind, such as sorting objects by two colors or two shapes.

Impulse Control: Around 4 years old, children can start to 
delay immediate gratification, such as waiting to start 
dinner until everyone is ready.

Thinking Skills: Between 2-5 years old, children develop 
the ability to understand and apply different rules for 
different contexts, such as leaving their shoes on at school, 
but taking shoes off at home. 

 

        EXECUTIVE FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT

6-12 Years

 Working Memory: Working memory is developed enough for more complex 
tasks,such as remembering which toy a child seeks as the child looks in different 
rooms.

 Impulse Control: Impulse control evolves rapidly between the ages of 5-8.  By 
7 years old, children can ignore irrelevant visual information, like a crayon 
squiggle on a book page, in the same way as an adult can.

 Thinking Skills: There is a critical period of change between 7-9   
years old as children develop flexible thinking, allowing them 
to set goals and change tactics as needed.  
Between 10-12 years old, children can adapt to changing rules, such as 
yelling on the playground, being quiet in the classroom, and knowing that 
during theater rehearsals it may go either way.

13-18 Years

Working Memory: Working memory continues to improve until 15 years 
old. Teens can typically remember the main points of a teacher’s lecture 
while they take notes in class.

Impulse Control: Toward the late teens, there is an increase in the ability 
to manage where to focus attention and when to ignore information, such 
as a driver recognizing a road sign for a pedestrian crossing, noticing 
there is no pedestrian and being able to focus back on the road.

Thinking Skills: Control over thinking skills evolves rapidly during the 
years of 13-18.  Teens continue to improve their ability to shift their focus 
and adapt to changing rules, such as when it’s OK to use slang and 
sarcasm and when they need to be more formal and polite.  

Around 15 years of age, working memory, shifting attention and 
inhibitory control increase to near an adult level.

EXECUTIVE FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT

https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/how-to-5-steps-for-brain-building-serve-and-return/


    EXECUTIVE FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT
19-25 Years

Working Memory: Working memory abilities gain strength 
again throughout the 20s with skills such as remembering 
multiple tasks and rules, such as those needed for 
managing job responsibilities.

Impulse Control: As adults, self-control is typically 
consistent and stable; incidents of impulsive retaliation are 
rare.

Thinking Skills: As adults, the ability to revise and reflect 
on plans based on circumstances fully evolves, allowing 
complex problem solving and insight about behavior.
Anderson, P."Assessment and Development of Executive Function (EF) during Childhood." Child Neuropsychology 8.2 
(2002): 71-82. Pubmed.NCBI. Web. 2 Aug. 2015. 

Best, John R., and Patricia H. Miller. A Developmental Perspective on Executive Function. Child development 81.6 
(2010): 1641–1660. PMC. Web. 3 Aug. 2015.

      EXECUTIVE FUNCTION: THE    
CONDUCTOR  OF THE ORCHESTRA

• Activation (organizing, prioritizing activating)
• Focus (focusing sustaining and shifting attention)
• Effort (pacing, managing time, resisting 

distraction)
• Emotion (managing frustration and regulating/ 

modulating emotions)
• Memory (utilizing working memory/access recall
• Action(monitoring/self regulating 

action/inhibiting 
• (Dr. Thomas Brown Model of 

Executive Function)

WHAT DO EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING 
CHALLENGES LOOK LIKE?

In the classroom, the student with EF challenges may struggle to: 
• make plans (What should I do first?)
• keep track of time (Is it time for recess yet?)
• keep track of more than one thing at once (I have to spell correctly AND 

check  punctuation?)
• meaningfully include past knowledge in discussions (What do you mean we 

talked about this yesterday??)
• work in a group (Somebody else can do it)
• change our minds and make corrections while thinking, reading and writing 

(it’s done. Why should I change anything? )
• finish work on time (There are so many more interesting things to do)
• ask for help (It’s embarrassing)
• wait to speak until we're called on (but I need to know NOW!)
• seek more information when we need it. (That just means I will have to 

write more)

More classroom clues that a student 
might have EF challenges

In the classroom the student with EF challenges may struggle to: 

• finish a ‘packet project’ (This research packet has 15 pages!!!)

• understand how much time a project will take to complete (I’ll do it 
tomorrow)

• write in an organized, sequential manner (I just want to get it down and done)

• retrieve information from memory (But I really DID study!)

• get started (There are so many cool ways I could do this!)

• multitask (How can I finish my morning work AND write down 

the assignments that are on the board?)

• regulate emotions

ATTENTION AND FOCUS
• Listening to what is important to attend to 

and blocking out other stimuli.
• Focusing (knowing what is important to 

attend to and filtering out what is not 
important. 

• Staying on topic 
• Controlling feelings of disinterest or boredom 
• Not drifting off task 
• Shifting attention and focus
• Maintaining focus to complete

 a task

REGULATING EMOTIONS

• Intentionally decreasing or increasing the 
intensity of an emotion, and deciding whether 
or not to act on an impulse or desire.

•  Dealing with frustration and impulsivity

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12638061#


WORKING MEMORY

• Working Memory (Short-term memory): This 
memory can hold and manipulate information 
for use in the immediate future. Information is 
only held in working memory for about a 
minute.  Verbal working memory and non 
verbal working memory

• The memory-working span of 

young adults is approximately 

seven for digits, six for letters, and 

five for words. 

PROCESSING SPEED
• Processing speed is the pace at which you take in 

information, make sense of it and begin to respond. 
• This information can be visual, such as letters and numbers. 

It can also be auditory, such as spoken language.
• Doing written projects that require details and complex 

thoughts
• Being able to finish tests in the allotted time
• Reading and taking notes
• Finishing homework in the expected time frame
• Listening or taking notes when a teacher is speaking
• Solving simple math problems in their head or complex 

problems on paper
• Keeping up with conversations
• Answering questions

Working Definition of Executive 
Functioning

STOP and think : Seeing ourselves in the future 
in relation to space /time /object and people.

“The ability to integrate a present awareness 
with future anticipation and past experience 
to develop a reasonable plan (accounting for 
space, time and people) for present action. 
“(Sara Ward,MS,CCC,SLP)

Pre imagine the future -”What do I need to do 
to get it done?” Time Management

WHAT SKILLS DO OUR STUDENTS 
NEED?

Prof. Adele Diamond PhD:

*Creativity: coming up with new ways to solve a 
problem/being able to think outside the box

*Mental flexibility: helps us to sustain or shift 
attention in response to different demands or to 
apply different rules in different settings

*Discipline and perseverance

*Self control: enables us to set priorities and resist 
impulsive actions or responses.

RESEARCH SUPPORTS --- GOOD 
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING SKILLS 

ENABLE:

*Positive social relations

*Academic success

*Adaptive skills

*Navigating community resources

“Tools of the Mind”

 DEVELOPMENT OF EXECUTIVE   
FUNCTIONING        

*Development of EF skills are lifelong

* Ages 3-6 and a second big growth transition to 
adulthood

*Not evenly developed with peers and may not 
develop some skills to the same level as peers

*May require support across environments

*Strategies and accommodations must structure 
the environment to make students be able to 
learn life strategies and to be successful



CENTER ON THE DEVELOPING 
CHILD /HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Explicit efforts to foster executive 
functioning have positive influences on 
instilling early literacy and numeracy skills.
Contrary to the theory that guides some 
early education programs that focus solely 
on teaching letters and numbers

IMPORTANCE OF TEACHING PLAY 
SKILLS

*learn self regulation

*delayed gratification

*frustration tolerance

CDC AUTISM FACTS AND FIGURES
Incidence: In 2018 the CDC determined that about 1 in 
59 children is diagnosed with an autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD). 1 in 37 boys; 1 in 151 girls 

Cognitive: Almost half (44%) of children identified with 
ASD has average to above average intellectual ability.

Comorbid Disorders: ASD commonly co-occurs with 
other developmental, psychiatric, neurologic, 
chromosomal, and genetic diagnoses. The 
co-occurrence of one or more non-ASD developmental 
diagnosis is 83%. 

2018 CDC study: https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/autism/data.html

2019 CDC study:1 in 40 children

AUTISM AND EXECUTIVE 
FUNCTIONING

Rigidity and cognitive inflexibility are part of the 
diagnostic criteria for ASD

Rigidity and inflexibility may manifest as 
difficulty with:

*accepting flexible interpretations of rules

*tolerating changes in schedules or routines

*making transitions during the school day

*accepting differing viewpoints

*responding to the needs or interest of others

*regulation to see more than one way of  doing

   AUTISM AND EXECUTIVE SKILLS

*difficulty with following of expectations

*rigid interpretation of rules respect need for 
clear expectations

*overwhelming intense feelings

*problems negotiating-compromise, explicit 
etiquette rules, flexible adult

*repetitive behaviors, intense interests

AUTISM AND THE BIG PICTURE

*Typically we are able developmentally to see 
the big picture (Gestalt) and then able to consider 
the features and details. What does the end in 
mind look like?

*Individuals with autism frequently have 
challenges with seeing the big picture

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efCq_vHUMqs
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/autism/data.html


THE INVISIBLE WHEELCHAIR

*skill deficit

*pervasive-occurring across environments 
occuring

*working memory 

*cognitive flexibility/shift attention

*plan next move

*organization

*The inflexible brain needs the 

“wheelchair ramp”

NEUROPLASTICITY 
*Brain based is changeable it is not fixed

*Activity and experience change the brain

*Executive Functioning can be improved

REPETITION

*A skill may be lost after been taught due to less 
neuro connections from taking in new 
information  to long term memory

*Need for  tons of practice/repetitions

RESEARCH

*Computerized training programs: somewhat 
tested- they improve the ability to support a 
task in the future

*Self regulation training: Engine training

*Games: turn taking 

*Martial arts and Mindfulness- needs to be on a 
regular basis

*Aerobic exercise there is a lot of research info

*Tools of The Mind/Unstuck and On Target
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328238704_On_m
indful_and_mindless_physical_activity_and_executive_func
tion_A_response_to_Diamond_and_Ling_2016

UNSTUCK AND ON TARGET

UOT is a cognitive-behavioral program of self-regulatory scripts, 
guided/faded practice, and visual/verbal cueing. 

*UOT is contextually-based as it is implemented in school and at 
home, the contexts in which a child uses EF skills including 
problem-solving, flexibility,planning and organizing. 

*classroom observations revealed that participants in UOT 
made greater improvements than SS participants in their 
ability to follow rules, make transitions, and be flexible. 
Children in both groups made equivalent improvements in 
social skills. (3rd-5th graders)

MOST IMPORTANT
*SOCIAL EMOTIONAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH  
*Huge impact on the success of EF skills

*All that is positive increases ,all that is less 
successful decreases

*Stress will decrease EF functioning

*Most important is the relationship with the 
child-love

*Providing time to listen to them 

is most important 

*10/2   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELpfYCZa87g
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328238704_On_mindful_and_mindless_physical_activity_and_executive_function_A_response_to_Diamond_and_Ling_2016
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328238704_On_mindful_and_mindless_physical_activity_and_executive_function_A_response_to_Diamond_and_Ling_2016
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328238704_On_mindful_and_mindless_physical_activity_and_executive_function_A_response_to_Diamond_and_Ling_2016
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzvm1m8zq5g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kGBdjv8V3k


NEUROSCIENCE

*Neuroscience research has shown that 
experience plays a far larger role in shaping the 
mind /brain and even gene expression than ever 
imagined

*90% of our genes are switched off. Our 
experience and reactions to them determine 
which genes get turned on and off

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2366939/

 How Can We Support students with EF challenges:      
             TEACH THE SKILLS

Teach the skill that is the challenge

 *self monitoring (Zones of Regulation)

 *learn how to compensate/external support

*learn how to use accommodations(check list)

*environmental accommodations 

* Identify goal, plan, do steps,review

* fading support when appropriate

* teach in the functional environment 

*self advocacy

*We need to be consistent in strategies across 
environmental settings

*Consistent flexible adult and peer buddies

*Relationships are vital

                BE CONSISTENT 
              ACROSS SETTINGS

How Can We Support students HOW CAN WE SUPPORT 
STUDENTS WITH EF CHALLENGES

*Work specifically on teaching the area of 
challenge with explicit frequent practice 
to help skill become automatic 

*Implement strategies to reduce areas 
that further impair EF

 (such as stress, sleep,hydration,food)

REMEMBER
*Explicit communication (say what you mean)

*Use of visuals

*Chunk down the task

*Identify big problems vs little problems

*Positive reinforcement (be specific -love the 
way you gave your friend a turn)

*4 positives for every 1 correction

SCAFFOLDING/GUIDED LEARNING
*Supports learning new skills that the student 
doesn’t have

*Zones of Proximal development: The difference 
of what an individual can do without help and 
what he or she may be able to do with guidance 
and encouragement from a skilled partner

*Proximal means those skills that the individual 
is close to mastering. Per Soviet Psychologist 
Vygotsky

https://www.simplypsychology.org/Zone-of-Proximal-Development.html

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2366939/
https://www.simplypsychology.org/Zone-of-Proximal-Development.html


SCAFFOLDING GUIDELINES

*Assess the student’s current level of knowledge 
and experience for the content

*Relate the content to the student’s current   
ability and understanding

*Chunk down information/tasks and check 
frequently for feedback (tools,hands on)

*Use verbal cue and prompts as needed

(Silver 2011)

ROUTINES
Time management and planning

*doing homework

*organizing locker or backpack

*getting ready for school,sports, outings

*bedtime routines

EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICES FOR 
AUTISM

*Exercise

*Modeling

*Peer mediated instruction

*Self Management- Video modeling

*Visual Supports

*Technology Aided instruction and intervention

(communication)

*Structured Play Groups

*Parent Implemented Interventions

*Cognitive Behavior Interventions

CONSIDER THE SCHOOL 
ENVIRONMENT

SO MUCH!
• Bus
• Classroom
• Hallways
• Bathroom
• Cafeteria
• Gym
• Art 
• Music
• Lockers

REVIEW: WHAT DO EF CHALLENGES 
LOOK LIKE?

In the classroom, the student with EF challenges may struggle to: 
• make plans (What should I do first?)
• keep track of time (Is it time for recess yet?)
• keep track of more than one thing at once (I have to spell correctly AND 

check  punctuation?)
• meaningfully include past knowledge in discussions (What do you mean we 

talked about this yesterday??)
• work in a group (Somebody else can do it)
• change our minds and make corrections while thinking, reading and writing 

(it’s done. Why should I change anything? )
• finish work on time (There are so many more interesting things to do)
• ask for help (It’s embarrassing)
• wait to speak until we're called on (but I need to know NOW!)
• seek more information when we need it. (That just means I will have to 

write more)

https://afirm.fpg.unc.edu/resources/case-sm


REVIEW: More classroom clues that a 
student might have EF challenges

In the classroom the student with EF challenges may struggle to: 

• finish a ‘packet project’ (This research packet has 15 pages!!!)

• understand how much time a project will take to complete (I’ll do it 
tomorrow)

• write in an organized, sequential manner (I just want to get it down and done)

• retrieve information from memory (But I really DID study!)

• get started (There are so many cool ways I could do this!)

• multitask (How can I finish my morning work AND write down 

the assignments that are on the board?)

• regulate emotions

 How we can help kids with EF challenges: 
EXERCISE GREATLY IMPACTS LEARNING

           AEROBIC EXERCISE

• Aerobic exercise: heart rate increases and 
greatly impacts executive functioning

 *learning

*memory

*attention/focus

*amygdala (decrease stress/anxiety)

*emotional regulation

*social regulation
https://www.edutopia.org/exercise-fitness-brain-benefits-learning

Dr. John Ratey Associate Clinical Professor 
of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School

• “Exercise is like taking a little bit of Prozac and a 
little bit of Ritalin because, like the drugs, 
exercise elevates these neurotransmitters." 

• “When you exercise, at the cellular level the 
brain is drenched with serotonin, glutamate, 
norepinephrine, dopamine and growth 
hormones, all wielding a powerful influence, like 
Miracle-Gro for the brain,”. 

EXERCISE: EVIDENCE BASED 
PRACTICE FOR AUTISM

• Structured big muscle movement activities

• Aerobic: Jog in place

• Jumping on a mini tramp

• Scooter board activities

• Stretching/yoga

• Weights

Exercise is an Evidenced Based 
Practice with Autism

• 20 minutes twice a day: stretch, scooter 
boards, weights, jog, walk, big muscle, yoga

• every hour for 1 minute: jog in place, yoga, 
stretch

• negative behaviors decrease

• positive behaviors increase

• (Diane’s Class)

https://www.edutopia.org/exercise-fitness-brain-benefits-learning


How we can help with EF 
challenges: 

FUN AND ENGAGEMENT•  Neuroimaging studies of the amygdala, hippocampus 
and rest of the limbic system, as well as measuring of 
dopamine and other transmitters found...

• There is an extreme increase in long term memory and 
higher order cognitive skills when students experience 
trust and positive feelings towards teachers and 
supportive classrooms and schools

• Remember the 10/2 Strategy: For 10 days for 2 minutes 
per day have an engaged relationship building period 
with a student.

    CALM THE AMYGDALA 
Dopamine Release

• dopamine is a neurotransmitter that is best 
associated with attention, focus, decision 
making and executive functioning (FEELING 
GOOD!)

• greater dopamine release during play, 
laughing, movement, exercise, receiving 
praise increases intrinsic satisfaction, 
optimism

• choices and being read to

CALMING WITH BELLY BREATHING
• Belly Breathe (diaphragmatic breathing): It 

helps you relax, lowering the harmful effects of the stress 
hormone cortisol on your body.

• It lowers your heart rate

• CALMS THE AMYGDALA 

• Helps lower blood pressure        

• Helps to cope with stress/anxiety

• Improves core stability

• Parasympathetic vs Sympathetic 

• Decreases fight/flight   

•

•

We can help kids with EF challenges: 
SAFE SPACE

*Proactively set up area with student assistance

*Practice access when the student is regulated

*Consider sensory tools that may help in the 
area:

bean bag chair, blanket,fidget,visuals with 
calming strategies/five point scale, books, social 
narratives

SAFE SPACE
*Safe pass card

*May be needed to start and or end the day 
review the schedules and expected behaviors

*For some students it may be helpful to add the 
safe space to the schedule before or after when 
known activities are especially challenging

*Alert team members

How we can help: 
SENSORY REGULATION

Positioning: 
• Standing
• Air cushion
• Beanbag chair
• Lying down          
• Straddle back of chair
• Ball seat
• Provide options to promote self advocacy skills

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5qoVD7W358


BIG PROBLEM/LITTLE PROBLEM
The Incredible 5 Point Scale

invented by Kari Dunn Buron and Mitzi Curtis
www.5pointscale.com

     
    Developed to help students self regulate their 

emotional, social, sensory behaviors.  It is based 
on  cognitive behavioral approaches to stress 
reduction.  It is easy to use, and is very effective 
with students with autism. Beneficial for all!

 

How we can help: 
HANDWRITING ACOMMODATIONS
• Many students with EF challenges cannot 

focus on listening and taking notes at the 
same time

• Make a copy of another student’s 
notes/carbon paper

• Provide a copy of teacher’s notes

*Highlight the line where a

 response is needed

 *Use high interest area to teach subskills

HANDWRITING 
ACCOMMODATIONS

•  What is the purpose of this writing 
task?

• Have the student write the main idea to 
respond to a question instead of complete 
sentences 

• Instead of short answers or essay format 
could the student circle the correct answer? 

• If you want to know what he knows could he 
answer orally?

• Assistive Technology

SOOOO WHY USE TECHNOLOGY?

Technology levels the playing field.  

1.  Access for ALL learning styles

2. Allows for self paced learning

3. Increases student engagement

4. Encourages collaboration with peers

5. Promotes ACTIVE learning (not ‘sit and listen’)

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.xtra-cat.com/Webroot/Xtra/Shops/rompa/productimages/large/52572.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.xtra-cat.com/epages/Xtra.sf/?ObjectPath=/Shops/rompa/Products/52572&usg=__D2E62m6BtluxxcUifX4T-i74K2o=&h=400&w=400&sz=59&hl=EN&start=1&itbs=1&tbnid=17Nl1damSB4t3M:&tbnh=124&tbnw=124&prev=/images?q=incredible+5+point+scale&hl=EN&safe=active&gbv=2&tbs=isch:1


Struggling Writers
Just so we’re all on the same page...

Word Prediction - reduces the number of  
keystrokes needed to write a word   

Text to Speech - reads text aloud

Speech to Text (also known as Speech / Voice    
Recognition) - turns spoken words into printed text

Handwriting recognition - turns written text into 
digital text

“Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting 
the kids working together and motivating 
them, the teacher is most important.” 
- Bill Gates

Technology will never replace a good 
teacher

    TECHNOLOGY TOOLS FOR WRITING         
   Read & Write for Google

Free for teachers  

Struggling Writers - Word Prediction

WORD PREDICTION

• Supports slow processing

speed and working memory

• Spelling support
• Fewer keystrokes
• Descriptive writing
• Processing Speed
• Read & Write Instruction

Struggling Writers - Word Prediction
Co:Writer Universal
● A Google for Education Premier 
● Partner-iOS,Mac,Windows 
● Word Prediction
● Vocabulary Builder 
● Highlighter and more

Educators and parents get free access with one or more 
student set up-Receive a free trial (4.99 a month)

Struggling Writers - Text to Speech
TEXT TO SPEECH    Instruction 

Helps writing and reading

The combination of seeing and hearing text when reading:

● Improves word recognition  
● Increases the ability to pay attention and remember information 

while reading which can then support the writing process
● Allows kids to focus on comprehension instead of sounding out 

words
● Increases kids’ staying power (sustained attention) for reading 

assignments (which assists the writing process)
● Helps kids recognize and fix errors in their own writing
● “Why does just keep talking and talking?”
● Will read the web
● Can be used to read the directions/social narratives

  

https://www.texthelp.com/en-us/products/read-write/read-write-for-education/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7h_J8fYXNc
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=AwrEZ7lUjAldGT4AFgIPxQt.;_ylu=X3oDMTB0N2Noc21lBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNwaXZz?p=text+help+word+prediction+read+and+write&type=dc2&hspart=pty&hsimp=yhs-pty_email&param1=20180810&param2=018b7c90-644f-4f95-8208-686577b930f1&param3=email_~US~appfocus1&param4=d-ccc1-lp0-bb9-dc2~Chrome~text+help+word+prediction+read+and+write~7B6E62A1BA14FE86940A8E0C889E8B89&ei=UTF-8&fr=yhs-pty-pty_email#id=2&vid=6a408082166501927e3b0549f360c8a0&action=view
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=AwrEeNvY5c5cRHcAeggPxQt.;_ylu=X3oDMTB0N2Noc21lBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNwaXZz?p=text+to+speech+for+read+and+write&type=pds_onz468acego852248_18_32_ssg00&hspart=itm&hsimp=yhs-001&param1=1&param2=f%3D4%26b%3Dchrome%26ip%3D50.90.203.92%26pa%3Dpdfconverterds%26type%3Dpds_onz468acego852248_18_32_ssg00%26cat%3Dweb%26a%3Dpds_onz468acego852248_18_32_ssg00%26xlp_pers_guid%3D6ad2f43e035e6082d6cfc64ce45c3459%26xlp_sess_guid%3D6ad2f43e035e6082d6cfc64ce45c3459-aff1-eee081c163e9%26uref%3D%26abid%3D%26xt_abg%3D%26xt_ver%3D10.1.3.98%26ls_ts%3D1533919394&ei=UTF-8&fr=yhs-itm-001#id=2&vid=4a8555521a9905ed284e45c5f30132e6&action=view
https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-issues/child-learning-disabilities/executive-functioning-issues/working-memory-what-it-is-and-how-it-works
https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-issues/child-learning-disabilities/executive-functioning-issues/working-memory-what-it-is-and-how-it-works
https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-issues/child-learning-disabilities/reading-issues/6-essential-skills-needed-for-reading-comprehension


Struggling Writers - Speech to Text

SPEECH TO TEXT
*Verbally share your words,sentences, 
paragraphs.

*Your words will be typed for you via the 
computer.

*Read & Write   Instruction

*Google Docs Voice Typing  

*Voice Note II    

Instruction to teach: THINK, SAY, CHECK and FIX
(Consider Voice Recorder for Chrome)  

   

www.bit.ly/srguide. 

TECHNOLOGY

• Support  ”I Hate To Write”  anxiety, working 
memory and grapho motor needs with the 
DocHub or Snap Type ipad app

• Dochub in the classroom

Snap Type 

App for motor challenges or illegible handwriting - 

Works on both IPad and Chromebook

HOW WE CAN HELP: 
LANGUAGE:  Make sure the student really 
understands what he is supposed to do:
•Simplify directions. Use less words,   slower 
rate, spaces between directions
•Visuals: dukane camera with objects or visual 
directions on screen/ pictures
•Visuals integrated into the writing (working 
memory)
•Break assignment into smaller chunks
•Peer buddy

How We Can Help: 
What we say  /  What they hear

“Do you understand?”
The teacher means: Do you understand what I just presented?
The student with ASD hears: Are you paying attention?
More effective: Tell me what I said, using your own words. 

“This is important.”
The teacher means: This will probably be on the test.
The student with ASD hears: This is important to my teacher, but not 

necessarily to me. 
More effective: Write this down.  It will be on the test.  

“Are there any questions?”
The teacher means: Tell me what you do not understand.
The student with ASD hears: The teacher is finished talking.
More effective: Tell me what I said, using your own words. 

»  

MATH AND EXECUTIVE FUNCTION
*ATTENTION, WORKING MEMORY and     
MENTAL FLEXIBILITY

*HIGHLIGHT DIRECTIONS AND IMPORTANT KEY 
WORDS 

*CREATE A KEY WORD REFERENCE CARD

*CREATE PERSONALIZED CHECKLIST OF WHAT 
TO LOOK FOR WHEN WORK IS “DONE”

*SELF TALK “IS THIS PROBLEM THE SAME OR 
DIFFERENT FROM THE LAST”

 *Cognitive Credit Card

https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=AwrC5pa77s5cRTQAOOU0nIlQ;_ylu=X3oDMTBncGdyMzQ0BHNlYwNzZWFyY2gEdnRpZAM-;_ylc=X1MDMTM1MTE5NTcwMARfcgMyBGFjdG4DY2xrBGNzcmNwdmlkAzA5VmhfakV3TGpGdmc4OEVYSEM2RmdNcU1qWXdNd0FBQUFDS1NNZ3EEZnIDeWhzLWl0bS0wMDEEZnIyA3NhLWdwBGdwcmlkA2s5amlla1hXU1NtR3E0dzFXQVlWSUEEbl9yc2x0AzYwBG5fc3VnZwMwBG9yaWdpbgN2aWRlby5zZWFyY2gueWFob28uY29tBHBvcwMwBHBxc3RyAwRwcXN0cmwDBHFzdHJsAzMyBHF1ZXJ5A3RleHQlMjBoZWxwJTIwc3BlZWNoJTIwdG8lMjB0ZXh0BHRfc3RtcAMxNTU3MDY1NDM4?p=text+help+speech+to+text&ei=UTF-8&fr2=p%3As%2Cv%3Av%2Cm%3Asa&fr=yhs-itm-001&hsimp=yhs-001&hspart=itm&type=smy_lbwgiwsllrkcegikmo4tw_18_32_ssg00&param1=1&param2=f%3D4%26b%3Dchrome%26ip%3D50.90.203.92%26pa%3Dsearch-manager%26type%3Dsmy_lbwgiwsllrkcegikmo4tw_18_32_ssg00%26cat%3Dweb%26a%3Dsmy_lbwgiwsllrkcegikmo4tw_18_32_ssg00%26xlp_pers_guid%3Dbb6e135e938f48da35b50a4e49cd9bbd%26xlp_sess_guid%3Dbb6e135e938f48da35b50a4e49cd9bbd-b22d-27e13d50b8bc%26uref%3D%26abid%3D%26xt_abg%3D%26xt_ver%3D10.1.3.71%26ls_ts%3D1533919197#id=7&vid=8d55094052c88877c253bf22126e5567&action=view
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=AwrCmnrq8s5cuwUAwgMPxQt.;_ylu=X3oDMTB0N2Noc21lBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNwaXZz?p=google+docs+voice+typing&type=smy_lbwgiwsllrkcegikmo4tw_18_32_ssg00&hspart=itm&hsimp=yhs-001&param1=1&param2=f%3D4%26b%3Dchrome%26ip%3D50.90.203.92%26pa%3Dsearch-manager%26type%3Dsmy_lbwgiwsllrkcegikmo4tw_18_32_ssg00%26cat%3Dweb%26a%3Dsmy_lbwgiwsllrkcegikmo4tw_18_32_ssg00%26xlp_pers_guid%3Dbb6e135e938f48da35b50a4e49cd9bbd%26xlp_sess_guid%3Dbb6e135e938f48da35b50a4e49cd9bbd-b22d-27e13d50b8bc%26uref%3D%26abid%3D%26xt_abg%3D%26xt_ver%3D10.1.3.71%26ls_ts%3D1533919197&ei=UTF-8&fr=yhs-itm-001#id=3&vid=2d4f0778e06d19dd112b9ae7c2b376fc&action=view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMHO1yBg0tc


Mnemonic devices can be valuable tools 
for student learning with EF differences
Mnemonics are memory devices that help learners recall 
larger pieces of information. It could be a phrase, a short 
song or something that is very easily remembered.

*Use high interests and let the student help to create 

Find one mnemonic and stick with it.  
The goal is for the student to develop 
a lifelong strategy that works for him

How we can help with:
ORGANIZATION/TIME 
MANAGEMENT

*Ages 10-12 are age appropriate to work with 
students on skills involving time management 
and organization and prioritizing. (Many 
students with autism may not be ready yet, 
each child is unique.)

*The more practice, guidance and modeling 
provided will strengthen those neural networks 
during this period which will further grow their 
independence.

       TIME MANAGEMENT

*Teach analog clock for telling time 

*Make sure it is a working clock that is at close 
point for children to be able to view -(declutter 
area on walls)

*Allow additional time for tasks as needed 
(packing backpack, changing for PE,putting away 
materials, transitions)

                 
• Use visual calendars to keep track of long term 

assignments, due dates, chores, and activities.

• Managing space and materials

• Focus (Reading Study): Students are most 
focused when they know they will have to do 
something with the information. (PET scan and 
reading study)

• Activation- when the students were told they 
would have to retell the story).  (work with a 
partner – one to read, both to think, one to 
write)

              STRATEGIES FOR TIME 
        MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION
          
Organization/Time

• Chunk information: Take step-by-step approaches to 
work; rely on visual organizational aids.

• Provide a time frame for each chunk of the task

• Time Management ( time blindness): Use tools like visual  
timers , computers or watches with alarms.

• (Sara Ward  Wonder time clock) 
www.wondertime.com hummingbird is the second 
hand, squirrel minute and turtle for the hour hand.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iq47-x2EYrE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=375&v=8db_0hv-E_A
http://www.wondertime.com


ORGANIZATION OF SPACE
• Consider having separate work areas with complete 

sets of supplies for different activities. (art box)
• Schedule a weekly time to clean and organize the 

work space. Provide a visual: what does a clean desk 
look like?

• Match pic to pic
• Prepare visual schedules and review them several times 

a day. 

• Meet with a teacher or peer buddy on a regular basis 
to review work; prime, troubleshoot problems.

PEER MEDIATED INSTRUCTION
*Evidence Based Practice for Autism:

*Create a peer buddy system across 
environments

VISUALS/SCHEDULES
*visual schedules we all use them and need 
them

*assists with structure,prioritizing and 
minimizing anxiety

*prepare for change with the items that are 
different for the day, guide your student with 
looking at how the day is the same and what 
may be different or new to the

regular schedule

*calming strategies

HOMEWORK

*consistent routine

*“office” study carrel

*visuals

*timer

*exercise break area

*noise 

*white noise vs music

HOMEWORK

*set a schedule

*homework priorities

*homework completed at a consistent time and 
location with materials and tools ready

*consider a homework planning sheet

*prior to homework schedule movement

*build in reinforcers (evidence based practice)

                  myHomework App

iPad, Chromebook, computer:   
myHomework (free)

When student struggles with writing down 
homework-Very simple organization system 
for homework.  Customize to a student’s 
schedule, type assignments.  Homework 
shows in two formats: list and calendar.



Time Management/Homework
30/30 App: Middle school, High School 

*Assists with getting started and pacing self with 
homework. Timer, student adds tasks to the app 
and specific time amounts “Do Homework 20 
minutes.” 

*App can help with focus on one task at a time or 
chunking down large tasks

Marinara Timer: Set work times, breaks

HOMEWORK AND ATTENTION

• Mac Focus app or  iFocus app: “I want to 
focus for 30 minutes.” block facebook, email 

• f.lux adjusts the blue lighting and adjust for 
night time computer screen

• *Self control app and focus writer app

ifocusworks.com for windows

SelfControl for Mac

TESTS
*Students do not always truly understand what 
it means to study for a quiz or a test and how 
much time they need to spend

*What helps them?

*What doesn’t help them?

*Which subject? one may be better than 
another

*Organize level of knowledge : I Know,

 kind of know or I don’t no 

 *Flashcards Deluxe App and Quizlet

TESTS

*Some students may decrease stress and 
increase memory retrieval if they begin the test 
with a cognitive credit card. When allowed: 
formulas, dates, procedures, and definitions, 
things that are important but are difficult to 
remember when  nervous. 

This strategy allows memory retrieval to be 
more efficient as the stress is relieved of trying 
to hold info in working memory.

STRATEGIES
To support Homework

• follow set routines and schedule
• breaking down tasks to smaller manageable parts
• use of a graphic organizer
• use of a visual timer
• consistent organized work space
• consistent time that homework is done
• physical movement prior to starting homework
• visuals of Do/In Progress/Done
• snack/drink
• teach Zach to know when to take a break/reward
• work with teaching Zach to use these strategies

as a life skill within zones of proximal development

             SLEEP SUPPORTS 
*Deep pressure touch
*Warm bath or shower
*Massage
*Sleeping bag/body 

pillow
*Calming music
*weighted blanket
*Blue light filter- Go to 
settings and to display 
and brightness on your 
phone * F.lux 

*Essential Oils- 
lavender vanilla

*Water/Snack at 
bedside table

*Remove all electronics 
at least 2 hours before 
sleep- Melatonin 
depleted



If it’s not working, ask yourself:

• Setting (sensory):  Is the room noisy? Is there 
clutter in his workspace?

• Seating (motor): Is he uncomfortable? Does 
he need a different place to write?

• Task (organization):  Is the task too big?  Do 
you need to break it down into smaller 
chunks? 

If it’s not working, continued:  

• Timing (organization): Is the wait time too 
long between directive / writing /  
reinforcement?

• Directions (language):  Was there too much 
talking? Does he need a prompt?

• Attention (sensory): Did you get his attention 
before giving the task?

REMEMBER
*Work with the whole child.

*Executive function development is  
lifelong. 

*Students do not develop skills evenly or 
at the same pace.

*Students may not develop skills to the 
same degree as peers.

*Supports are needed across 
environments.

REMEMBER

*Accommodations must structure the 
environment to support success but also to 
teach strategies to use for life.

*Adults please have appropriate 
developmental expectations.

*Integrate student strengths: assist the 
student in identifying their strengths and 
teach the student how to use their 
strengths.


